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POSitaL is introducing a new set of component-
level products that are designed to be built into 
servomotors or other types of equipment when 
real-time measurement of rotary position (angular 
displacement) or rotational speed is required. 

Based on POSitaL’s well-proven magnetic rotary 
encoder technology, these new products provide 
manufacturers with a flexible and cost-effective 
way of incorporating rugged and precise rotation 
measurement capabilities directly into their devices.

Multiturn Kit Encoders Without Batteries or Gears: 
A Cost-Efficient Approach for Rotary Position Measurement  

in Servomotors and Rotating Equipment

Join our Network!
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Closed-loop motion control systems, whether they 
are designed for production machinery, manufac-
turing robots, lifts and cranes, materials handling 
equipment or  medical diagnostic systems, make 
use of feedback measurements to ensure precise 
positioning of mechanical components. Stand-alone 
position sensors, such as rotary encoders, can do a 
good job of providing this feedback. in many cases 
though, it is technically and economically preferable 
to collect position measurement directly from a drive 
motor or other rotating component (such as a valve 
stem or cable drum) without the cost and complexity 
of extra measurement devices. POSITAL, a manu-
facturer of high-quality position and motion sensors 
is introducing new products designed to provide the 
manufacturers of servomotors and rotating machine-
ry with rugged, accurate and cost-effective tools for 
integrating position measurement functionality into 
their products. this new technology avoids many of 
the limitations and shortcomings of traditional mea-
surement devices, such as the electromagnetic re-
solvers and optical encoders used in many servomo-
tors. the new POSitaL rotation measurement tools 
share technology with the company’s highly success-
ful iXarC magnetic rotary encoders. Now however, 
POSITAL is offering a kit version that “unbundles” the 
core components used in these encoders. 

The Secret Is in the Software:
High-performance Signal Processing 
the electronic components of these kits are contai-
ned in a compact electronics package mounted on 

a single 36mm diameter printed circuit board (PCB). 
This package includes four Hall-effect sensor ele-
ments and a powerful 32-bit microprocessor. the 
Hall-effect sensors respond to a rotating magnetic 
field created by permanent magnets mounted on 
the motor’s shaft, producing analog output signals. 
advanced signal processing software running on 
the microprocessor filters the input data and compu-
tes the rotational position of the shaft. this system 
delivers measurements that are accurate to within 
±0.1° and excellent dynamic response. The maxi-
mum electrical resolution of these devices is 17 bits.

the microprocessor-centered approach allows for 
complete control over signal processing parame-
ters, Application-specific parameters (e.g. range, 
resolution, rotational direction or zero position) can 
be modified by software updates, without the need 
for costly changes to hardware. the electronics 
components are packaged together in a compact 
module that is 36 mm in diameter and 24.2 mm 
deep.  

Maintenance-Free Multiturn Measurements 
For absolute measurement systems, POSitaL’s 
new encoder kit components are available with 
multi-turn capabilities. this means that the devices 
can count the number of complete shaft revolutions, 
as well as reporting the precise angular position of 
the shaft within a single rotation. Multi-turn measure-
ments are especially useful for monitoring the positi-
on of mechanical components when a motor drives 
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a screw shaft, cable drum or reduction gear system. 
Shaft position systems based on older resolver 
or incremental encoder technologies depend on 
a PLC or control computer to keep track of the 
rotation count. a problem here is that if the shaft 
rotates while control system power is unavailable, 
the rotation counter may fail to record the change. 
The whole system might have to be “re-homed” 
by returning the entire machine to a known refe-
rence state and re-starting the rotation count. to 
avoid this problem, some encoder manufacturers 
have included a backup battery to keep the rota-
tion counter energized when system power is not 
available. 

the rotation counter on the new POSitaL device is, 
however, self-powered and doesn’t rely on external 
power sources or backup batteries. each time the 
shaft completes a rotation, pulses of electricity crea-
ted by a Wiegand wire system provides the ener-
gy needed to activate the rotation counter circuitry. 
this technology, which has been used successfully 
in POSitaL magnetic encoders since 2005, ensu-
res that the rotation count is always accurate. the 
multi-turn counter has a 32-bit register, for a measu-
rement range of over a million turns.
a very important feature of the Wiegand wire energy 
harvesting system is that by eliminating the need 
for the backup batteries, it reduces downtime for 
production lines,maintenance costs and the need to 
dispose of spent batteries (which can contain ha-
zardous materials).

Ruggedness and Reliability
the magnetic rotary position measurement techno-
logies used in POSitaL’s new product are based on 
solid state electronic devices that have no moving 
parts (aside from permanent magnets mounted on 
the rotating shaft). With no physical contact between 
rotating and static components, there is no compo-
nent wear. the overall package can tolerate high le-
vels of shock and vibration. Compared to the optical 
encoder technologies that are sometimes used for 
rotation monitoring systems, magnetic technologies 
are relatively unaffected by dust, moisture or oil va-
pour. the operating temperature range is -40 to 105 
degrees Celsius. 

For servo motor applications with magnetic brakes, 
a special magnetic shield has been developed to 
isolate the magnetic pickups of the measurement 
system from the strong magnetic fields. With this in 
place, the accuracy of the rotary position measure-
ments will not be significantly affected by applica-
tion of a magnetic motor brake. 

Onboard diagnostics help ensure reliable opera-
tions over the full life of the device.

these devices are compact and easy to build into 
motor casings or other devices. a built-in self-calib-
ration capability can compensate for small sensor-
to-shaft alignment errors, so that positional toleran-
ces are compatible with normal motor assembly 
standards. this eliminates the need for special 
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precision assembly techniques. and, because the 
magnetic measurement technology is less sensiti-
ve for dust or moisture than optical technologies, 
there is no need for clean-room standards on the 
production line.

Communications Interfaces
POSitaL’s kit encoders provide digital output and 
are available with a variety of non-proprietary com-
munications protocols, including BiSS, SSi and pro-
tocols based on rS485. Bus technologies that will 
simplify cable layout in complex systems are under 
development. Compared to resolvers, the digital 
interface also helps to eliminate the costs for the 
required a/D conversion.

Economic Positioning
in terms of price and performance, the new POS-
itaL kit encoder components lie between optical 
systems and magnetic resolvers. Optical encod-
ers still dominate the ultra-precision market, offer-
ing 20-bit or better resolution. however these are 
expensive and require meticulous assembly tech-
niques. Multi-turn optical encoders typically use a 

set of secondary code wheels arranged in a gear 
train. this approach has been used successfully, 
but is mechanically complex and can be susceptible 
to damage from high shock or vibration loadings. 
at the other end of the market, magnetic resolvers 
are rugged and inexpensive, but not very accurate. 
resolvers produce analog outputs and required the 
extra expense of A/D converters for digital control 
systems. Moreover, resolvers do not have multi-turn 
measurement ranges. 

POSITAL’s new kit encoders offer 17 bit electrical 
resolution within each revolution and a reliable, 
maintenance-free multi-turn capability with a po-
tential range of over a million revolutions. Based 
around digital microprocessor technology, they are 
capable of being adapted to a range of digital com-
munications protocols and interfaces. the compact 
solid-state package is designed to be easily built 
into a wide variety of servomotors and machinery. 

  Learn More

 No Battery − Robust − Easy to Install

 ▪ absolute Multiturn & incremental interface

 ▪ No Battery – No Maintenance

 ▪ No Ball Bearings & Compact Design

 ▪ insensitive to Dust and Moisture

 ▪ high Shock and Vibration resistance



About FRABA and POSITAL
POSitaL is a supplier of advanced industrial posi-
tion sensors used in a wide variety of motion control 
and safety systems. the company is also an inno-
vator in product design and manufacturing process-
es and a pioneer of industry 4.0 (industrial internet 
of Things/IIoT), offering customers the benefits of 
built-to-order products combined with the price ad-
vantages of mass-production. POSitaL is a mem-
ber of the international FraBa group, whose history 

dates back to 1918, when its predecessor, Franz 
Baumgartner elektrische apparate Gmbh, was es-
tablished in Cologne/Germany to manufacture re-
lays. Since then, the company has played a trend-
setting role in the development of rotary encoders, 
inclinometers and other sensor products. POSitaL 
has a global reach with subsidiaries in europe, 
North america and asia – and sales and distribution 
partners around the world.
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Cologne (eMea) – hamilton (americas) – Singapore (aPaC) – Shanghai (China)

Resolver POSITAL Kit Encoder Optical Encoder Technology

Singleturn Measurement 

Technology

Magnetic induction between 

rotating and static coils

Hall-effect sensors measure 

field from rotating magnet

rotating code disk and   

opto-electric sensor array

Multiturn Measurement 

Technology

N/a Self-powered electronic 

counter

typically geared code wheels 

or electronic counter with 

backup battery

Cost $ $$

Size 36 mm ø., 24.2 mm deep typically >36mm ø

Multiturn Measurement 

Range

No Yes Yes

Accuracy Low: ±0.2° higher: ±0.1° highest: ±0.02°

Ruggedness high high Code disks and sensors can 

be damaged by shock and 

vibration

Sensitivity to Moisture,  

Dust

Low Low high. requires clear optical 

path across code disk

Output Signal analog – a/D conversion 

required for digital controllers

Digital Digital

Maintenance Free Yes Yes Cheaper versions include a 

backup battery that needs to 

be replaced every 2 years
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